3 PISTES TROPHY 2022
2022 April 16,17,18
Contact: Daniel BONITHON, Mail: 3pistes@orange.fr

Mobile: 0.33.6.11.11.23.66

Welcoming and lodging conditions for the competitors and accompanying persons
coming from nations outside Europe.
(North-America – Oceania – Asia- Africa)

Read attentively the following advises:
1) Transfers:
All the traveling expenses and transfers in France as well as all the ones
from one place of the competition to another competition will be taken in charge by the
participants. That needs imperatively each delegation to do the necessary to rent the
vehicles (attention: Easter week-end is a period with overbooking for the location company’s
of vehicles. So it is necessary to rent as soon as possible to have a car in a category with
accessible price).
Consult

a geographic map to situate the places of the competition:

Saturday at PIBRAC www.pibrac.com (15 km in the west of Toulouse)
Address: 6 Boulevard des Écoles 31820 PIBRAC
http://maps.google.fr/maps?hl=fr&ie=UTF8&ll=43.618182,1.278813&spn=0.001755,0.003621&t=h&z=18

Sunday and Monday at GUJAN–MESTRAS www.ville-gujanmestras.fr (50 km in the south of
Bordeaux)
address: complexe sportif de Chante Cigale 33470 GUJAN MESTRAS
http://maps.google.fr/maps?hl=fr&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=44.615935,-1.05767&spn =0.006904,0.014484&z=16

From Toulouse (or Pibrac) you are expected to do from 600 to 800 km for
the three days of the competition plus the transfers depending on your arrival place and
departure place out of competition.

2) Commitment and registration:
-Registrations received before March 16, 2022: all categories: 10€
-Registrations received between march 17, 2020 and April 1, 2022:
U13 and under: 25 € // U14 and more: 45€
After April 2, 2022 registrations will be refused

the price of the rental of the individual detection device (transponder) is included in the price
of the commitment. (deposit 60€).
Additional information on the registration modalities 2022 will be available via the facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/internationaltroispistes/ Sign up !

3) Lodging:
1) Our organization will make NO reservation, that is why we invite every delegation to
make directly its reservations with the hotel of its choice.
2) The organization of 3 tracks will refund 10 euros per night for a maximum of 4 nights
(Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday) = 40 € per skater who will actually participate in the
totality of the competition. 50 competitors maximum by delegation as well as: 1 leader from
2 to7 skaters; 2 leaders from 8 to 12 skaters; 3 from 13 to 17; 4 from 18 to 22; 5 leaders
from 23 to 50 skaters.
Skaters over 50 and leaders over 5 are accepted but will not be supported.
To adapt your housing to the geographical situation of the different places of competition and
the schedules of the program, we advise them to sleep on Friday and Saturday night in
Toulouse, on Sunday night in Bordeaux.

4) Food:
The organization offers to the skaters the following meals: Saturday lunch and night at Pibrac,
Sunday midday and night and Monday midday at Gujan-Mestras. Tickets of free lunch will be
delivered to the delegations.


All those information’s should permit you to take the decision of participating in the
competition knowing all about it. Pay attention to all the indications we just gave you. That
will avoid any surprise or trouble at your arrival in France. Remember that the even is
supported by three clubs with very few people who can not assume, with a lot of regret , all
the conditions of welcoming at the level of the importance of that event which is unanimously
recognized (out of championship) as the most important trial on track in the world.
Pibrac, 29/09/2021
3 tracks organization.

